Array analysis of epilepsy-associated gangliogliomas reveals expression patterns related to aberrant development of neuronal precursors.
Gangliogliomas, the most frequent neoplasms in patients with pharmacoresistant focal epilepsies, are characterized by histological combinations of glial and dysplastic neuronal elements, a highly differentiated phenotype and rare gene mutations. Their molecular basis and relationship to other low-grade brain tumours are not completely understood. Systematic investigations of altered gene expression in gangliogliomas have been hampered by their cellular complexity, the lack of suitable control tissue and of sensitive expression profiling approaches. Here, we have used discrete microdissected ganglioglioma and adjacent control brain tissue obtained from the neurosurgical access to the tumour of identical patients (n = 6) carefully matched for equivalent glial and neuronal elements in an amount sufficient for oligonucleotide microarray hybridization without repetitive amplification. Multivariate statistical analysis identified a rich profile of genes with altered expression in gangliogliomas. Many differentially expressed transcripts related to intra- and intercellular signalling including protein kinase C and its target NELL2 in identical ganglioglioma cell components as determined by real-time quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) and in situ hybridization. We observed the LIM-domain-binding 2 (LDB2) transcript, critical for brain development during embryogenesis, as one of the strongest reduced mRNAs in gangliogliomas. Subsequent qRT-PCR in dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumours (n = 7) revealed partial expression similarities as well as marked differences from gangliogliomas. The demonstrated gene expression profile differentiates gangliogliomas from other low-grade primary brain tumours. shRNA-mediated silencing of LDB2 resulted in substantially aberrant dendritic arborization in cultured developing primary hippocampal neurons. The present data characterize novel molecular mechanisms operating in gangliogliomas that contribute to the development of dysplastic neurons and an aberrant neuronal network.